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ABSTRACT
The American Association for the Surgery of Trauma
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Ad Hoc Committee
organized a luncheon symposium with a distinguished
panel of experts to discuss how to ensure a diverse
surgical workforce. The panelists discussed the current
state of DEI efforts within surgical departments
and societal demographic changes that inform and
necessitate surgical workforce adaptations. Concrete
recommendations included the following: obtain internal
data, establish DEI committee, include bias training,
review hiring and compensation practices, support
the department members doing the DEI work, commit
adequate funding, be intentional with DEI efforts, and
develop and support alternate pathways for promotion
and tenure.
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Cherisse Berry, MD, New York
America is changing. The country was about 80%
White in the 1950s, but that number will decrease
to 49.7% by the year 2045.3 Those changing demographics will be reflected in the patients we care for.
But do we see those demographic changes reflected
within academic surgery at the level of our medical
students, residents, fellows, faculty, and leadership?
Under-represented minorities (URMs) make up less
than 10% of the faculty in departments of surgery
nationwide. Among almost 16 000 US surgical
faculty, 2.7% identified as Black, 2.6% Latino/
Hispanic, and 13% Asian. Based on the data, the
answer is clearly no.4

Brian H Williams, MD, Chicago

The COVID-19 outbreak arising from SARS-CoV-2
was declared a global pandemic by the WHO on
March 11, 2020.1 State and local governments,
healthcare organizations, universities, and medical
specialty societies scrambled to adapt to rapidly
changing guidelines from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.2 The Board of Managers
of the American Association for the Surgery of
Trauma (AAST) announced on June 12, 2020 that
the 79th Annual Meeting would be held virtually.
The Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Ad Hoc
Committee organized a luncheon symposium with
a distinguished panel of experts to discuss how to
ensure a diverse surgical workforce. The ‘conversation’ that follows attempts to capture not only the
content, but the feelings and flavor of that virtual
symposium on September 10, 2020.

CURRENT STATE OF DIVERSITY
Michaela A West, MD, PhD, Minneapolis

This panel was brought together to talk about
achieving and maintaining a diverse surgical workforce. Specifically, we will try to address the question of why lofty goals and strategic plans are not
enough. Dr Berry will lead off our discussion with
an overview of the current state of affairs.

I was the first Black program director (PD) in the
history of the program at my prior institution. Even
though it was the largest surgery residency training
program in the country, there was not a single Black
resident. Shortly after I was named PD, one of my
colleagues commented, “So I guess next year we’re
going to look like Howard University.” That statement said a lot regarding attitudes about diversity.
Was it a joke? Who knows, but it felt like the mere
thought of increasing diversity within the program
gave some people pause.

Sharon M Henry, MD, Baltimore
Ideally, leadership would recognize when inequities occur regarding opportunities for advancement and promotion. The reality is that our
leadership often either fails to recognize, or fails
to focus on, the discrepancy. It is hard to believe
that they are unrecognized but maybe they are just
not a focus.

Karen J Brasel, MD, MPH, Portland
Not recognizing the importance of a diverse workforce is very short-sighted, because those institutions, those departments, those organizations that
do not have diversity, inclusion, equity as a core
mission and value, they are going to lose the talent
pool.5 They are going to lose.
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Jeffrey Upperman, MD, Nashville

Could you imagine a major sports team basing their roster on
who they know in their luxury suite? Can you imagine what that
team looks like? If you have a community, a population, that you
need to serve then you need to get team members who can deal
with that population in a smart and effective way. Diversity and
inclusion result in a better product.6

INCREASING INCLUSIVITY
Dr West

Clearly, academic surgery does not currently look like America
and there have been several projections indicating that it could
take more than a hundred years to change the situation based
on recent trends.7 Drs Henry and Upperman both mentioned
that many institutions express a desire to change, but lament the
absence of qualified candidates. How does that change?

Dr Brasel

Too many times I have been a part of a group of people, a
committee, that is looking at the next committee openings or
looking for who is going to be considered for leadership. People
tend to recommend their mentees, their trainees, their junior
partners, perhaps their friends or the people they know. It is
important to understand that privilege does not come with age.
There are a lot of bright young faculty, young trainees, who have
incredible ideas. And I think we need to be willing to take risks
and invite them to the leadership table.

Dr Williams

The current crop of students and trainees are much more socially
conscious,8 and courageous, certainly more than I was at their
stage. They are demanding diversity and equity and inclusion. It
is coming from a variety of voices and backgrounds because this is
what they see, what they have experienced, and what they expect
going forward.

Dr Henry

When I walk down the halls of my hospital, I see the walls papered
with banners announcing the institution’s commitment to respect,
integrity, teamwork and collaboration, excellence and innovation,
diversity and inclusion. Often that messaging is in response to
Black History Month or Pride Month, but while that messaging is
important, we need to celebrate those events on a daily basis.

Dr Upperman

We talk about banners on walls, in offices, etc, as Dr Henry so
eloquently put it. The efforts to address diversity need to be real,
as real as your research office or your patent and innovation
office. Nobody talks to that strategic innovation officer or that
patent officer saying, “Heard a lot of great ideas today.” No,
they want to know what National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grants have been won, what money is in the bank, where are my
indirect costs. They want real metrics.

TACKLING STRUCTURAL BARRIERS
Dr West

A number of people have asked how can we begin to dismantle the
structural racism inherent in our medical systems and curriculum?

Dr Williams

As we meet, it was only 3 months ago that George Floyd
happened9—only 3 months, but it seems like 10 years. I think
2

we can see things changing in academia.10 Those of us in
positions of leadership and power really must support those
doing the DEI work. Often they do not get the same sort of
support or recognition as someone who gets a huge grant or
puts out 20 peer-reviewed papers. If we do not train a variety
of different backgrounds, experiences and voices, our views of
treating patients become limited. Let us support DEI work to
the same degree as those doing research, admin work, or clinical
excellence.

Dr Henry

Dr Williams talked about that national disruption that we have
all experienced, but oftentimes something has to happen at our
own ‘ivory towers’ to bring an issue to light. In my institution, it
came from a very public lawsuit alleging sexual harassment that
produced a change in priorities of the medical school and the
hospital.11 Leadership became committed to improving culture
around DEI. They had town hall meetings and focus groups
were assembled to get data to find out where we stood and to
determine where we needed to be. Some of what happened was
a lot of ‘window dressing’, but there were some meaningful
shifts, as well. A culture transformative initiative was started and
they developed a strategic plan with a timeline.12

Dr West

Ideally, we should not need diversity, inclusion committees
anywhere. We need them because of structural problems. How
do we change that?

Dr Williams

I will start that. Clearly, our medical education is lacking in
teaching our students about the legacy of institutional and
structural racism. That lack of education leads to trainees going
into the workforce without recognizing the challenges and the
barriers that many of our patients deal with, particularly underserved and under-represented minorities.

Dr Upperman

Dr Williams raised an interesting point. It is important that we tell
the whole story. For example, Vivien Thomas13 was born 110 years
ago last August and he ran Alfred Blalock’s laboratory at Vanderbilt and later Johns Hopkins. He essentially coached Dr Blalock
through the pioneering heart operation that bears Blalock’s name,
as well as advancing knowledge of shock and crush injury. But very
few have heard his history. The discovery of the structure of DNA is
another example, Watson and Crick won the Nobel prize, but Rosalind Franklin, who was indispensable to that discovery, was left off
the accolades.14 The whole story shows the persistence, brilliance,
and contributions of all of our people.

Dr Berry

All departments of surgery should do a deep dive and really
discover their own internal data. You cannot effect change if you
do not know the data. Key actions not only involve a systematic
review and transparency of hiring and promotion policies but
include publicizing the analysis of the equity metrics for each division and for the department in an effort to achieve transparency
and accountability.15

‘OBJECTIVE’ TESTING?
Dr West

Some have suggested that one way to avoid bias is through the use
of purportedly objective measures, like the MCAT or USMLE.16
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There has been quite a bit of discussion on social media and
many organizations are moving away from them.17 Let us just hit
that for a second, what do panelists think about such measures?

Dr Berry

It really does not work to only look at one particular aspect even
if it is considered objective. We know there is structural racism
within all of those standardized tests.18 Furthermore, there are
good data showing that such tests do not define or predict how
someone will do in their training and on their boards.19

Dr Henry

The USMLE recently announced that they are moving to pass/
fail.16 So maybe that will help with that issue. Our admissions
committee is asking, “what are we going to use to sort the resident applicants?” These are tough questions. For example, I am
mentoring a young woman who is one of the best third-year
students I have seen and she has been advised that she probably
should not apply to surgery because her scores were too low. I
have told her differently, but these are real things that influence
how students make decisions about their futures. They may say,
“it’s too hard” or “there are too many road blocks” and we are
going to miss out on some really good people.

Dr Brasel

I agree with Dr Henry, my admission committee also asks, “what
are we going to use?” From the perspective of PDs, and I am
one, those cut-offs make it easy. But, should we want to make it
easy or make it excellent? As Dr Upperman said, we have got to
go find the talent. Finding talent is hard. It takes time. It should
not be a cut-off filter screen. There are other ways to evaluate
talent and understand and predict who is going to be a fantastic
surgeon.5

THE MINORITY TAX
Dr West

I agree and going back to Dr Upperman’s analogy about sports
teams, we need different talents in different positions. A lot of
different talents do the best job of taking care of our patients. We
need to fill out the team. Let me ask the panel another question
that may impact many directly. If you are that highest-ranked
minority in your organization, many have lamented getting
tapped to be on every committee, every policy thing and every
recruitment dinner. How do you deal with that?

Dr Berry

You are describing what has been dubbed ‘the minority tax’,20
where you may be one of a handful, or even the only one, doing
all those things. Things you know are important but which often
are not recognized or rewarded. They may also be taking away
from other tangible things like research, grants, because all your
time is focused on things that are not thought of as important
enough to reward. One possible fix is to go back to those
equity metrics I talked about earlier. Participating in DEI efforts
contributes positively to the mission and should be included in
promotion and compensation metrics.

Dr Henry

I agree with Dr Berry, but you may be the only ‘fill in the blank’
therefore you can represent the opinion for all ‘fill in the blanks’
and that is exhausting. We all have stories where something
happens, or is said, and every head snaps to you to ‘get your
read’. It can be tiresome, but in some ways we do sort of have a

responsibility to uphold the place. However, it seems unfair to
be labeled for that all the time.

Dr Upperman

You are absolutely right, Dr Henry. That was sort of the situation I was caught in too. The reality is that when I look at any
organization, it is like what is driving the mission and I want to
be a part of that. I have been NIH funded and I knew early on
from the politics of academic healthcare that funding was what
beat the drum. If you give it your time, it needs to count for
something.

Dr Williams

I am conflicted about this because I think a personal obligation
to do that work and when asked I always give it 100%. When I
was younger, I also got pressured from senior folks about why it
is important to do this work. I am asked over and over to do this
stuff and I need to protect my time to do the things I am asked
to do by my institution. I can commit but no longer at the same
level that I did in the past. And I think, in a way, that I am kind
of turning my back on the mission in some respects. I am left
moving forward with trepidation, trying to do enough without
taking away from my family and my other professional obligations, but not letting down the people I always talked about
reaching back to pull up.

Dr West

You do not want to turn your back on the mission but you cannot
carry the mission on your back, either.

Dr Williams

Oh, tweet that out!

THE VALUE OF DIVERSITY
Dr West

There could be some places where your efforts may be more
important and I am thinking about the NIH grants that Dr
Upperman mentioned. There is a real paucity of URMs on study
sections21 and promotion and tenure committees.22 Those could
be an opportunity to encourage people that being ‘in the room
where it happens’ is more important than going to all these other
things that possibly drain you more. You have a really important
voice and to try to make that count. Several people had talked
about the lack of resources to get some of these things done.
As trauma surgeons, we think of ourselves as amazing ‘outside-
the-box’ problem solvers who can deal with difficult problems.
What can we do with that great capacity to adapt and identify
problems and analyze the data to help make that case for return
on investment from investing in diversity?

Dr Henry

I mentioned one very tangible example earlier because no organization wants to spend millions of dollars in a lawsuit. That
can be mitigated or avoided if you: train your people in how
to interact with each other respectfully, understand who should
be at the table, that everybody has a right to be at the table, etc.
That will help to keep you out of court.23

Dr Upperman

I was just going to add that when you do get invited to certain
rooms, you see what money does and how it frequently gets
thrown away. In essence, money should be available for a lot
of these important things. There is no question about why we
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Box 1 List of actions that support achieving and
maintaining a diverse surgical workforce
1. Obtain internal data.
–– Gender-based compensation
–– Minority representation
2. Establish a department Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI)
Committee.
3. Bias training
–– Anti-discrimination
–– LGBTQ+ awareness
–– Implicit bias
4. Systematic review of hiring, compensation, etc
5. Departmental SWOT analysis
6. Support those doing the DEI work.
–– Administrative, financial, social
7. Sponsor and actively promote under-represented minorities
(mentoring is not enough).
–– OK to ‘take risks’ on young people
8. Publish/distribute a departmental/division level ‘dashboard’.
–– Supports transparency and accountability
9. Develop and support alternate pathways for promotion
(and/or tenure).
10. Commit adequate funding to DEI initiatives
–– ‘Be smart’ with financial support
–– Accountability
11. Be intentional with DEI efforts
–– Actively seek out the right people (do not wait for them to
apply)
LGBTQ+, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, and other sexual
preferences and identities; SWOT, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
threats.

should or should not do it. I think it comes back to being intentional, thoughtful, and really trying to win.

SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES FOR A DIVERSE SURGICAL
WORKFORCE
Dr West

Organizations and institutions have articulated lofty goals and
those are important, but can we finish off by enumerating things
that panelists have found, or believe, help to get there? Specifically, what works to achieve and maintain a diverse surgical
workforce? (see box 1).

Dr Brasel

I really think that the sponsorship, finding the talent, is key. When
I was coming up in academic medicine, there was a ‘Worthy
Women’ list.24 The intent of the list was to create a snowball
effect where those in positions of power would recommend
women for any and every opportunity that came along, knowing
that if sponsorship did not happen then those roles were going
to men. It is incumbent on many of us to use and leverage our
ability to point out that talent and push them forward.

Dr Henry

Michael Bloomberg reportedly just gave $100 million to Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) to increase the
number of Black physicians in the pipeline.25 You really have
to start in the schools and get URMs interested in sciences and
increase our pipeline.4 26 Our institution developed a strategic
4

plan with a specific timeline. Basic things like leadership bias
training should be instituted.27 Medical schools should address
subjects like structural racism in their curriculum.28 Dashboards
can be very helpful to monitor the conditions within an institution and organizations must consider alternative pathways for
promotion.29

Dr Upperman

I agree that money is needed but you need to be smart about it.
We are not only doing bias training at my institution, but then
we are also studying its impact.30 The talent is out there, but it is
also critical that we be intentional. If you understand what you
are looking for and put the resources behind it, you will find the
talent. There are probably 20 Dr Williams out there that you can
find, but you need to be intentional.

Dr Williams

In addition to the importance of the financial support that has
been mentioned, we need to also focus on the infrastructure
to do this work and to make it effective and sustainable going
forward.31 Those of us in positions of leadership and power
really must support the people that do the work of DEI. In the
end, it is also better for our patients whose demographics are
changing, so it must reflect who we see.

Dr Berry

Departments of surgery should do a deep dive and really know
their own internal data.15 You cannot affect change if you do not
know the data. Knowing the gender and racial, ethnic composition of the residents, faculty, division, section chiefs, and vice-
chairs within the department of surgery and how those numbers
compare with the American Association of Medical Colleges
(AAMC) national benchmarks is really the first step in identifying
opportunities for improvement.32 Create a departmental equity
committee and define equity metrics for every division to ensure
transparency and accountability. Important metrics include
the followingn: (1) an analysis of URM faculty and leadership
representation32; (2) anti-racist and implicit bias training33; (3)
cultural competency training34; (4) ensure that divisions have a
system for collecting faculty reports of racism or discrimination
and a clear plan for addressing reported problems; (5) racial,
ethnic, gender diversity in speakers for grand rounds or invited
lectureships; (6) diversity in nominations for awards; and (7)
analysis of equity for faculty salaries.35

Dr West

This has been a terrific conversation and hopefully a good
starting point. I would like to thank all of the panelists for their
willingness to share insights, passion, and knowledge. We also
thank the AAST for supporting this panel session and the DEI
Committee members for their dedication to advancing discussion of this important topic.
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